Instructions
To obtain access to Wolfram|Alpha Pro, you must follow

Create and validate an account

1. Go to user.wolfram.com and select Create Account.

2. Create a Wolfram ID using your VCU email addr and a secure password.
   ○ Note: VCU Information Security advises to NOT use your VCU account password

3. Check your email for the account validation link

4. Click the link to validate your account.

Request a pro subscription
5. Sign in to the **Wolfram User Portal**.

6. Visit this link to **request access** to VCU's pro subscription.

   https://user.wolfram.com/portal/requestAK/32ff234a376f5ea548f9c2d40cbf98f7e41ff594

7. Input your information in the Wolfram|Alpha Pro **Subscription Request Form**.

8. Read the **Terms of Use** and select the box if you agree. You must agree to subscribe to Wolfram|Alpha Pro.

9. Select **Submit**.

10. Check your email and **validate your Pro account** subscription.

    **Sign in to use Wolfram|Alpha Pro.**